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Introduction
This paper presents my personal thoughts from two perspectives - first as a long term family
historian and user of state and federal archives throughout Australia and second, as a
professional archivist and librarian.

By way of introduction I have been working in government for over 30 years at both the state
and federal levels and for 23 years in libraries and archives. Briefly my library and archives
career highlights include starting at the John Oxley Library (JOL) in 1981 before moving to
Queensland State Archives (QSA) in 1982. Between 1990 and 1994 I held various positions
in both the State Library of Queensland (SLQ) and the JOL. In 1994 I moved back to QSA in
the executive management position of Manager, Public Access. Between 1994 and 1999 I
held a number of executive positions at QSA including Manager, Automation Project and
oversaw the development of Archives One which is now the standard archival management
system used in five Australian state archives including Victoria.
In 1999 after 25 years with the Queensland Government I took up a position with the National
Archives of Australia in Canberra. In my four years with NAA I again held a number of
positions mostly in the Collection Development and Publishing areas of NAA. My last and
perhaps not final move has been to Victoria and the position of Senior Manager Access
Services at Public Record Office Victoria (PROV).
It was my family history hobby or is that obsession that led me into university studies in 1980
to study Australian and British history to obtain my Bachelor of Arts. I then completed a
Graduate Diploma in Library Science that included some record-keeping and preservation
subjects, a Master of Arts in Australian Studies and the Diploma in Family Historical Studies
from the Society of Australian Genealogists.

I would also like to mention briefly my family history activities over the last 27 years. My
husband and I were of that generation that sat down to watch the television mini-series Roots
in 1977. I was hooked after the first episode and watched it faithfully to the end. If Kunta
Kinte could trace his African American ancestry then I could trace my ancestry! Initially my
husband and I both joined the Genealogical Society of Queensland and I have been involved
with them primarily as a speaker at annual conferences and at branch meetings, especially
North Brisbane and Southern Suburbs branches.
In 1979 I was one of the founding members of the Queensland Family History Society. I
joined the committee of the QFHS and served in a variety of positions over the years. In 2000
I was made a Fellow of QFHS for services to family history in Queensland.
On moving to Canberra in 1999 I joined the council of the Heraldry and Genealogical Society
of Canberra (HAGSOC) and became Education Officer and part of their Roadshow team.

Again I gave talks on various topics throughout the ACT, Sydney and neighbouring parts of
NSW. Over the last 27 years I have given many, many talks to various 'genie' groups and
conferences in QLD, NSW, ACT, SA and now Victoria.
As you can see I have moved between archives and libraries and experienced a number of
different positions over the years in both state and federal arenas. There are not too many
people with the breadth and depth of experience and qualifications in the field that I have. I
stress that these are my personal thoughts and recollections over the last thirty years and they
are not always flattering to the institutions that I will be remembering. There has been much
change over thirty years, and mostly for the better, but there has been slow progress in some
areas. No doubt my memories are coloured by my own experiences and others will have had
similar or different experiences over that same time span.
What Was It Like Researching Family History Back Then
When I first started researching family history in 1977, 'genies' and I use that term fondly,
were not always welcome in libraries and archives - those were the days before large scale
indexing projects such as BDMs, monumental inscriptions, newspaper indexes and
immigration indexes to mention just a few, had made research so much easier. A lot of fragile
directories and newspapers had not been microfilmed and very few ' how to trace your family
history' books had been written.

Most of the library staff didn' t want to know about family history (they simply weren't
interested) and even resented the increased use of the library and the impact it was having on
fragile and precious books, photographs and so on. Simply serving on the reference desk was
taking away from cataloguing tasks and other projects - due to the sheer number of library
users more than one staff person had to be rostered on to avoid unmanageable queues.
Towards the end of 1980 JOL decided that they needed someone to handle all the family
history enquiries and I was offered the position in January 1981. Well I was just like a pig in
mud - behind the desk and in the stacks was simply wonderful; there were all these records
and references to my family that I would never have discovered if I had stayed on the other
side of the desk. It is this knowledge and experience that I have tried to share with other
researchers ever since.
The JOL was open only one night a week and not weekends so Wednesday night was 'genie
night' and I was always rostered on. I can' t tell you how much information I found on my
own family through helping others with their research. Working late on Wednesdays meant
that I had the mornings free and this was my chance to visit Queensland State Archives
(QSA) and do my research there as they weren't open at night or weekends. This is another
area of change in that most archives now have some form of evening or Saturday access.
Early in 1982 the QSA family history person was burnt out and quit and I was offered the
position. By this stage I had already learnt lots about my ancestors from JOL's holdings and
the Archives was still unknown territory so I readily accepted the offer. Again I found the
same staffing situation - resentment against family historians because they were creating so
much more work, the reading room was always full , mail enquiries were relentless and staff
simply exhausted by it all. However, I thrived and again my own family history grew in leaps
and bounds as I helped people with their research.
In some ways archives were in an even more difficult position than libraries following the
family history boom in the late 1970s. Libraries at least had a card catalogue that most users
knew how to use and there were books in the open stacks that researchers could look at. This

was not the same for archives that have never had open stacks and even today there is not
much standardisation between archival systems although it is improving.
The Family History Legacy
The advent of family historians en masse led to a number of developments that I now want to
briefly look at. To cope with increased researcher numbers new, or revamped reading rooms
and even purpose built repositories were essential. Also in response to the sheer number of
demands on both staff and the records, there had to be a move to self-service with the medium
of microform (both film and fiche) seen as the best option to achieve that. This was closely
allied to the need to make records available outside of the reading room and we saw the
development and sale of various genealogical kits. Informing researchers of what was held
without saying the same thing over and over again led to the development of family history
sheets known as fact sheets, brief guides or here in Victoria we call them PROV guides.
Various other publications were produced all with the aim of informing researchers and
perhaps taking the burden away from staff.
Other outreach activities such as seminar programs and regional tours all helped to educate
researchers and to reduce dependency on staff. At the same time both family history and
genealogical societies provided informative meetings, newsletters, journals, education classes
and so on for their members. This all led towards more informed researchers using the
archives. I now want to look at some of those aspects in more detail.
The Move To The Outer Limits
During the last 30 years most state and federal archives have moved buildings or had purpose
built buildings constructed. It is interesting that most of the state archives started up either in
inner city areas or in near suburban areas but with their new purpose built repositories they
have ended up in places often not easily accessible by researchers.
QSA started off in the Old Commissariat Building (one of two remaining convict buildings in
Queensland today) in William Street before moving to a purpose built building located in the
inner suburb of Dutton Park in the early 1970s. The reading room originally had half a dozen
desks and by clever use of furniture we managed to squeeze in 12 researchers post the family
history boom. Eventually QSA was given the site at Runcorn and a purpose built building and
a reading room seating over 100 researchers opened in 1994.
We saw the same scenario in NSW with the gradual closure of the Sydney Rocks reading
room (except for microforms) to the purpose built building at Kingswood some 45 minutes
from the CBD on a good day. With respect of new buildings, PROV has been the most
fortunate of all the state archives in that its new purpose built building is here at North
Melbourne which is reasonably close to tram, train and bus transport. Plus there is free car
parking all day for those who prefer to drive.
The Move To Self Service
During the 1980s the sheer numbers of family history researchers coming through the door, or
writing in with enquiries or phoning was crushing most state archives. The solution was seen
as getting the most heavily used series indexed, microfilmed, published and sold and State
Records New South Wales (SRNSW) led the way here. By publishing a lot of their early in
demand records they took the pressure off the reading rooms and the records. Also by
establishing their 40 community centres throughout NSW they ensured that regional NSW
researchers were able to access the microform records. Similarly Queensland published its
Genealogical Kits for immigration, electoral rolls and naturalisations. State libraries around

Australia and some of the larger family history and genealogical societies that had also grown
considerably following the Roots explosion were primarily the purchasers of the genie kits.
NAA took the microfilming phase even further with the introduction of their free digital
copies on request service introduced in 2000. Instead of having to come into the reading
room, those wanting records held in Canberra could request a free digital copy by simply
clicking a button. Despite no publicity this service took off like a rocket and before long the
Archives had digitisers employed around the clock to meet demands and keep within a twomonth waiting period. Despite introducing limits to the service this has not really slowed
down demand. None of the state archives is in a position to introduce a digital copying service
like NAA's although most now have small digitising units.
Indexing Projects
In conjunction with microfilming projects, archives also started massive indexing projects to
assist easier access to frequently used records and also to preserve the records from additional
wear and tear. Some state archives used their own staff to compile various indexes and others
have used volunteers.

With the development of websites, researchers can now see more and more indexes being
published online and even digitised records available online. PROV went down this path in
April 2004 with the launch of PROVonline. This is an ongoing project and as databases are
taken into custody we are looking at the feasibility of placing these online as well. A recent
example of this is the teachers' database from the History Unit of the Education Department
which came into custody in June and was placed immediately online.
Opening Up Access Through Finding Aids
PROV does not currently have as many research guides as some of the other comparable state
archives and these brief fact sheets are a way of opening up the collection to researchers by
drawing attention to various groups of records. All reference staff work on new PROV guides
which are progressively published.

In April 2003 PROV published Private Lives Public Records: Family History Resources at
Public Record Office Victoria. Only State Records SA and NAA have published similar
guides for family historians. Publications such as these open up the collection to researchers
by highlighting what records are held and how to use them.
Also another major access tool has been the development of automated archival systems for
searching and ordering records for research. NAA developed RecordSearch and SRNSW
further developed Tabularium software into Archives Investigator. QSA developed Archives
One which is now used in five state archives as mentioned earlier.
Old Attitudes Still Out There
My basic philosophy is to teach fellow family historians how to do their own research - to
empower them to find information for themselves in libraries and archives - to not be at the
mercy of whoever is on the reference desk at the time of their visit. Times have changed
greatly since the late 1970s when genealogists were often seen as pests, with the typical
stereotype of the little old lady or gent narrowly chasing BDMs and not doing bona fide
research. These days there is more awareness of the value of research done by family
historians and it was refreshing to hear at a Australian Historical Association conference in
Newcastle in July 2004 a family history session where the three presenters (all Victorian
academics) gave a somewhat old fashioned view of fam ily history research only to have the
audience come back and criticise them heavily for that view. Those in the audience pointed

out that they had used family history society libraries and resources in researching their PhDs
and other academic qualifications and that family history was not just who begat whom.
Where To Next
PROV is actually leading the way into the future with its ambitious Digital Archive Project
which will make Victorian electronic records accessible online. In conjunction with this
project, a new website user interface is being designed to replace the current
Archives@ Victoria website. This is scheduled for completion in June 2005, less than twelve
months away.
Conclusion
I can remember people saying that family history research was just a passing phase and that
after Australia's bicentennial in 1988 things would die down and go back to normal. As we
know, that didn' t happen and family history research shows no sign of dying off and is
perhaps as popular today as it was in those heady days of the late 1970s. One of the things I
have noticed most is that people don't stop doing family history research - it is something that
they continue to do while there are always new people taking up the hobby. Family history
numbers are growing and will continue to grow in my opinion - even the high price of BDM
certificates these days does not deter people from purchasing certificates they need in their
research.

We will continue to see more and more online archival resources being produced and greater
access to archival collections around the country and overseas. As government budgets
shrink, and they usually shrink, we have to maintain services by thinking of more clever ways
to access the collections and justify our existence and our budgets. Access is not just in the
reading room - it is on the website, it is the travelling exhibition, it is the publication, the
newsletter, the talk, seminar or open day. Archives have to market themselves to existing and
future researchers and through collaborative ventures with the family history world we are
already half way there in getting our message across. I don't have another thirty years in the
workforce - only a mere seven years before I retire - but I wouldn't mind betting that even in
that short time frame, we will experience changes that we can't even speculate on now.

